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WorldMark La Paloma
Special Needs Unit Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entry door has 33” of clearance
Bedroom and bathroom doors
provide 32” of clearance
Bedroom has 40” access to one
bed side
Bed height about 25”
Dining table has 30” knee clearance
52”x 53” roll-in shower
Grab bars
Handheld showerhead
Roll-under lavatory has 30” knee
clearance
16” toilets
Side control stove top
Counter microwave

Resort Accessible Features
•
•
•

Card key locks
Elevators
Extremely bumpy ground access
to swimming pools and some
tennis courts

W

orldMark La Paloma is located on level to gently sloping property and
does not have handicap-designated parking. There are semi-accessible routes to the pool areas and some tennis courts; however, the routes and
parking areas are paved with gravel, making the surface extremely bumpy. All
WorldMark units have ground floor or elevator access but require navigation of
a steep ramp. The registration office is down a flight of steps—mobility impaired guests traveling independently may need to go to the security post at the
gated entrance to alert staff of their arrival. Some resort facilities lack accessible
entrances. This property does not have TDD units, Braille signage or visual
alarms.

Special Needs Units
Two-bedroom, two-bathroom
The special needs unit has card key lock entry, lever door handles, level thresholds and 33” entry clearance. Interior doorways for the accesible bedroom
and bathroom have 32” of clearance. The special needs bathroom is equipped
with grab bars, a 16” high toilet, 30” of knee clearance under the lavatory and
a 52”x 53” roll-in shower with a handheld showerhead. There is a tile alcove
seat in the shower as well as a portable bath bench available. The special needs
bedroom has a king bed with 40” clearance to one bed side. The kitchen has a
side-control stove top, a counter microwave, 35” counters and a 35” high sink
without roll-under feature. Dining room tables have 30” of knee clearance and
living areas have an open design. There is a 42” wide doorway with 1” threshold
providing access to the deck.
Though all of the standard units have 33” entries and 29” bedroom doorways,
none are recommended for mobility impaired guests because bathroom doorways are only 26” wide and bathrooms are too small to accommodate most
wheelchairs.

Photos are from special needs two-bedroom unit

This guide was researched and compiled by WorldMark owners Larry and Rachelle Topliff.
Their company, Accessible Solutions, helps businesses provide better access for all.

